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19th October, 2022
College Auditorium, JDMC
(time)
Prakhaar'22 - The enlightenment of Joy and Light.

Jhankaar - The Indian Folk Dance Society organized its annual cultural fest,
Prakhar'22 on the theme - enlightenment of joy and light, during the auspicious
festival of Diwali. It was a SOLO FOLK DANCE COMPETITION and team from
all over Delhi University became a part of it. Jhankaar started the event with its
opening performance of garba raas.
After that our Respected Principal, Pro. Swati Pal started the event and she also
appreciated conveners of JHANKAAR, Dr. Sipu Jaiswal, Dr. Jayanti P. Sahoo and
Dr. Sudeep Kumar for guiding and helping members of jhankaar organizing this
event.Then the event got started with a zestful performance of gidda,folk dance
Punjab. A total of 15 students from all over University of Delhi participated in the
competition. Different Types Of Folk Dance Forms were performed by the
participants such as LAVANI, BHANGRA, GIDDA, HARYANVI, AHEERI,
NADODI NRITHAM, ETC.The judges for the event were Mr. Ankan Dhar who is a
trained dancer in Odissi for many years and Mrs. Charukala who is also a trained
dancer. After All the performances,the judges were invited on stage to speak a
few words about the event and to announce the results. They were quite amazed
to see so many different marvelous folk dance forms performed by the
participants.

Result for the competition was as followed:
First position was secured by Prerana of Maitreyi College and she performed the
haryanvi dance form.
Second position was secured by Aman of Hansraj College and he performed
ahiri, folk dance of Gwalior.
Third position was secured by Anagha of Shri Venkateswara College and she
performed Nadodi Nrittam.

We also had two special mentions Gaurav from Motilal Nehru College, he
performed



Bhangra and Annanya from Ram Lal Anand College and she performed Lavani.

At the end, our convenors gave the vote of thanks in which they thanked
everyone for their contribution and participation in the event and event ended on
a successful note.



JHANKAAR - THE INDIAN FOLK DANCE SOCIETY OF
JANKI DEVI MEMORIAL COLLEGE

11th January, 2023
College Auditorium, JDMC
(time)
Group Folk Dance Competition during SYMPHONY 2023- Fly Above The
Unrest.

Jhankaar - The Indian Folk Dance Society organized a group folk dance
competition on 11th January, 2023 during Symphony'23 and teams from all over
the Delhi University became a part of it.

The event started with registration and further got the slots by the organization
according to which they were to perform. Following the opening performance,
our Respected Principal ma’am, Prof.Swati Pal started the event and also
appreciated conveners of JHANKAAR Dr. Sipu Jaiswal, Dr. Jayanti P. Sahoo and
Dr. Sudeep Raj Kumar for guiding and helping members of Jhankaar in
organizing this event.

Then the event got started and one by one a vibrant performances of various,
folk dance took place.There were total 10 participants from all over the
DU.Different types of folk dance forms were performed by the participants such
as LAVANI, BHANGRA, GIDDA, HARYANVI, AHEERI, NADODI NRITHAM, ETC.
The judges for the event were Mr. Kishore Sharma who is the founder and
director of 'TANVA CREATIVE DANCE ', Mr.AnkanDhar who is a trained dancer
in Odissi for many years and charukala who is also a trained dancer. After All the
performances,the judges were invited on stage to speak few words about the
event and to announce the results.They were quite amazed to see so many
different and marvelous folk dance forms performed by the participants. There
was a huge gathering.The audience enjoyed a lot. Winners were awarded with
prize money and gift hampers.The prize money given was as follows
Rs.8000 for 1st position
Rs.6000 for 2nd position
Rs.4000 for 3rd position
Result for the competition was as followed:



First position was secured by Sri Guru Gobind College Of Commerce and they
performed
dance form.
Second position was secured by Sri Guru Nanak Dev Khalsa College and they
performed folk dance.
Third position was secured by Maitreyi College and they performed.


